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Abstract The nozzle type thruster performance was
improved by geometrical changes, especially

The Institut fur Raumfahrtsysteme (IRS) of a better symmetry of the cathode gas flow
the University of Stuttgart has been shifts the onset of oscillations and anode
investigating magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) arc attachment spots to much higher values.
thrusters for several years. These are Also the efficiencies increase one or two
operated in a steady state mode with percent from sixteen to eighteen, but a
currents ranging from 200 A to 8000 A and better possibility to improve the thruster
mass flow rates of different gases varying performance are shown by experiments with
between 0.3 g/s and 2.0 g/s. higher mass flows and thus higher

electrical power input. They yield a better
Results with hydrogen as propellant are efficiency in operation of about 23
compared to those with argon and nitrogen percent. Even if the power of over 500 kW
with higher molecular weights. The is not available in space in the next
influence of throat geometry variation, decade, high power MPO thrusters should be
i.e., on the one hand a shorter throat investigated and developed for future
length and on the other hand a smaller application.
throat diameter, is investigated.

Simultaneously to the experiments, which
In addition to the other characteristic determine the characteristic lines of the
data, the pressure in the arc chamber is thruster itself, plasma probes are used to
measured. detect the conditions in the plasma plume

and numerical codes are developed to model
The onset oscillations of the plasma, the physical conditions as good as
detected with an electrical probe, are possible 5'6.
analyzed by a Fast Fourier Transformation
to get the frequency spectrum.

Parallel to the steady state thruster, a II. Steady state MPD-thruster operation
Quasi-steady MPD thruster is investigated
in order to determine the influence of the
mode of operation on the performance. This
thruster has the same geometry, electrode II.1 Thruster Head Configurations
materials and gas injection system as the
continuous one. The onset point, defined by For the first tests the DT2-thruster

the appearance of strong voltage configuration, shown in figure 1 is'used.

oscillations, lies at lower current values
at constant mass flow rates than the steady - inulstor
state onset point. Also, the current
contour lines are measured and compared
with a theoretical model. Neutral seeents -node

I. Introduction Doitribution

The test facilities' at the IRS of the
University of Stuttgart are well qualified
for the investigations of steady state
thrusters. For continuous mass flows of 0.8 _
g/s argon the vacuum system is able to ~a i *
realize tank pressures of about 0.5*10- 3  

,

mbar. The power system, which is current
stabilised, supplies the installed devices
with up to 6 Megawatt electrical power. So --- 0
the most engines, which are a cylindrical 2  prol"" nt
one, three nozzle type ones (two for MPO-
experiments partially described in this

paper, one for simulation of reentry sessei 4
conditions3  ) and two arcjets3 '4  are
operated in this mode. For the comparison
of different characteristic values

geometrically similar cylindrical and Figure 1 Scheme of DT2 (~T2B/DT3)-

nozzle-type devices are investigated in a thruster-head
pulsed mode with pulse lengths of about two
milliseconds. A difference to former versions of the DT2
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thruster type' is the much better symmetry which means a greater number of particles

of the cathode gas injection, which is corresponding to the lower molecular

reached by assembling four gas connections weight) oscillations are detected at lower

around the cathode tube plus a distribution currents (about 4100 A). The comparison of

ring, made out of a porous brass filter, the thrust for nitrogen and argon

positioned between gas injection chamber propellant with the same total mass flow

and arc chamber. This improvement has a (fig. 4) shows a better performance for

strong influence on the performance data of nitrogen, also seen in the total efficiency

the DT2 thruster. plot (fig. 5).

Also indicated in figure 1 are the

geometrical variations of the nozzle.

Removing the segment 4, with the cathode in 100 , P .

its original distance from the exit plane 90 -
of 85 mm, represents the version DT2A. 80- +* )a
Moving the cathode forward to a position 70- + * + a
with a distance of 78 mm from the front - A a

plate of the anode, yield the OT2B thruster > 6 A A

configuration. When the three throat 6- 50- a

segments are replaced by segments with a e thrustr gometry: DT2 a

smaller diameter (dashed lines), the c2 40- a

thruster is termed DT3. on

O a
> 30- a

a a Ar0.8 g/s

11.2 Experimental Results (DT2-Geometry) + H,0.2 g/s
A N, 0.8 /s

Contrary to former results 7 without the gas 1 2 3 4 56
injection improvements, the voltage-current

lines (fig. 2) now no longer depend on the Current [ kA ]
fraction of the anode gas mass flow and the

onset of oscillation lies at much higher
values of the current. So the anode gas Figure 3 Voltage-current dependence of

seems to stabilize the arc mainly relative argon, nitrogen and hydrogen

to its symmetry axis. The influence of

anode starvation as assumed in a theory of
HOgel 8 on the onset phenomena seems to be
rather weak in the current range from 3.5
kA to 5.0 kA with 0.8 g/s Argon mass flow. thrust

r g
eorn.ty 0

o
2 a

In this range the onset is probably more a 8 a
stability problem as described among others 7- 0

by Schrade
9 

at the IRS. ' 6-
z 5-

6 4-

80- , , , t 3- . "
Total Mas Flow: 0.8 g/ Argon v 0

70- (different anode gao fractions) +

oscillation onset - .

-60- a Ar 0.8 g/s
> A N,0.8 g/s

50- + 1 2 3 4 5

2 a Current [ kA ]
0 40- a

> x a 20 X
xO v 10 % Figure 4 Thrust-current dependence of

x 5 % argon, nitrogen and hydrogen

30 
+ 0X

2 3 4 5 6

Current [ kA ] The unstable behaviour of hydrogen has been

reduced by the injection of argon at the
anode, in this case 0.05 g/s. The results

Figure 2 Voltage-current dependence of of hydrogen cannot be compared easily with
argon for different anode gas fractions those of Ar and Nz, because witn the chosen

mass flow of 0.15 g/s Hz the number of
particles is in this case a factor of about
20 (cold gas) larger than with argon. This

II.3 Variation of the Gas Species mass flow is the highest reachable for the
installed mass flow controllers. The curves

II.3.1 Characteristic Performance Data (fig. 3-6) show that a better thruster
performance can be reached with hydrogen in

With argon (total mass flow of 0.8 g/s with spite of the very high arc voltage of the
anode gas fractions of 0, 5, 10 and 20%) discharge. The thrust for this low massflow

stable conditions are detected up to 4500 A and current is in the same range as for

and the destructive anode spot onset does argon, and a higher specific impulse is

not appear up to 5000 A (fig. 3). With reached with nearly the same efficiency.

nitrogen (the same mass flow as with argon,
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equation
10

1 2t
Z(t)= {1--co2 -} 0<t<T

24 thnster geometry. DT2

22

20-
* A 0.038-

> 18 a o o + * __a + 550kHz '- eMIz

S
a

. * l/
40 0 k ZG 16 0a .

14 1
J 0.019

12- A Ar 0.8 g/s "
A A N 0.8 g/s 0.009

10 H. 0.2 g /s
4 6 '8 10 12 14 16 E

< 0.00
Specific Impulse [ km/s ]

-. 010 At/A* ge.: 0.8 q/s (A ode 10 )-Curret: 4962 A
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0

Figure 5 Efficiency-I.s dependence of Frequency [ Megahertz ]
argon, nitrogen and hydrogen

Figure 7 Frequency spectrum of plasma

150 oscillations for argon

L x H,0.2 g/s
140 A N,0.8 g/s

E 130 a Ar 0.8g/

120 A 0.11
.11

Sx 110 aao 0.10- 1550 kHz

S100 xxxA 0 a "-' 0.09-
x a a > 0.08-

90- x - 0.07. 37 H 1.5 MHz 1.7 MMH 1.85 MHz

s 80 0  0.06-

0 -. 0.04-
.C 60 thruster geometry. 0T2 - 0.03-

0.02-
0 1 2 

5  
4 5 0.01-

0.00-
Current kA ] .01 N,/N, - 0.8 g/, (1% anode) - current: 4215 A

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

Figure 6 Arc chamber pressure-current Frequency [ Megohertz ]
dependence of argon, nitrogen and hydrogen

The thrust efficiency is calculated as Figure 8 Frequency spectrum of plasma
oscillations for nitrogen

2ri2mUI

Therefore the high efficiency of hydrogen
at low specific impulse (fig. 5) is caused 0.60- -3kHz

by the cold stream enthalpy which is not 830 kHz

taken into consideration. > 0.50- 1.8 MHz

E 0.40 2.5 MHz

The arc chamber pressure, measured with a 3 /.75MHz 1 MHz 2 MHz

Hottinger-Baldwin pressure gauge, depends 0.30
on the number of gas particles and o 0.20
temperature and is nearly linear over a
wide current range (fig. 6). 0.10

E 0.00

-. 1
11.3.2 Frequency Analysis -. 20 /Ar 0.2 g/e (25X 

anode) - current 1350 A

0 5 10 15 20 25
The oscillations as mentioned acove are

analyzed directly by a Nicolet storage Frequency [ Megahertz ]
oscilloscope with integrated Fast Fourier
Transformation function. The frequency
spectrum is calculated with a Hanning Figure 9 Frequency spectrum of plasma
window function corresponding to the oscillations for hydrogen
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thruster head configuration. The results

Two oscillation ranges are detected, for for argon are shown in figure 10 to 13. The

argon and for nitrogen, which include the voltage-current plot (fig. 10) shows great
main peaks: a) the low range between 200 differences between the small throat DT3

and 600 kilohertz and b) the high frequency thruster and the other geometries because

range from 1.5 to 2.1 Megahertz. This the arc chamber pressure (fig. 13) is much

corresponds to results of other higher and thus the thrust (fig. 11),

experiments" which have been detected by especially the thermal part is increased.
Kuriki fairly in the same low and high Since the thrust of the OT2A and DT2B

frequency range with ms pulsed thrusters. A geometries (short nozzle throat and

difference to various anode gas fractions different cathode positions) are fairly the

was not determined, and the point of same and the voltage difference grows for

oscillation onset only slightly depends on currents higher than 2000 A the DT28

the mass flow of the anode gas. With thruster has the best efficiency. The DT2

hydrogen the results are shown in figure 9. thruster has a better thrust performance
The frequencies here are marked in but also a higher voltage level, which push

distinguished ranges: 0 - 4 MHz, 2.0-2.6 the efficiency down.
MHz, 11-12 MHz and 22-23 MHz. The table 1
gives an overview of the oscillation The operating range of the DT3-nozzle is

onsets. limited by the steep increase of the arc
chamber pressure, which causes an unstable
behaviour of the arc above 1500 A. Although
the thrust is much higher than of the DT2-

S -types, the efficiency is quite low because

gas species I [A] m[g/s] L zs i] of the higher arc voltages.

Ar 4500 0.80 16.00 101
N2  4200 0.80 8.25 *1010 - prop*11 oa /goN8-
H2  1350 0.15 1.22 1010 8'

Z x jA

Table 1 Overview of oscillation phenomenon - 4-

M is the molecular weight and N2 and Hz are -X A

assumed as fully dissociated. The values -- 2x 073
(I2/r)*-M are contrary to the results of + 072
Hugel

8 not a constant, but different for A DT2A
the various gases. a DT2

A theoretical model trying to explain these 5 2 3 4 56
-instabilities uses a linear dispersion
-elation'

2  and seems to have a good Current kA
explanation for the instabilities in the
range of the low frequencies .

Figure 11 Thrust-current dependence for a
mass flow of 0.8 g/s (10% anode gas

11.4 Variation of the Thruster Geometry fraction)

After varying the kind of propellant, the

second step was the changing of the 21 ,. .. ..

20- + +
19 +

100 19 * *

90- a DT2 maflow: 0.8 g/. a 18- x a a
a a .1 a

80- a OT2A propiant: Aron 17 x a

70- + OT 2
8 > 16A xxxxxXX. a a

x DT3 6 a
S60- x

x  
a- s 15 a A

6- 50- 14

. 40- x a A 1 x DT3

S40- XL 12- OT28

a 11 m- masflow: 0.8 9/ a DT2A

> 30- 10 propellant: Argon o DT2
S2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

20 Specific Impulse [ km/s ]
1.0 2.0 4.0 6.0

C t [ A i Figure 12 Efficiency-Iso dependence for a
rrent [ A  

mass flow of 0.8 g/s (10% anode gas
fraction)

Figure 10 Voltage-current dependence for a Although the DT2B geometry has the better
mass flow of 0.8 g/s (10% anode gas performance data with a mass flow of 0.8
fraction) g/s, the 2.0 g/s tests show a worse

behaviour of this MPD accelerator. Indeed

geometry from DT2 over DT2A and 0T2B to 0T3
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the voltage (fig. 14) is lower for the

DT2B-geometry, because the length of the
arc is shorter, but the arc chamber

pressure (fig. 17) jumps to a relative high maoflow: 2.0g/

value after ignition and grows only 20 propellant Argon o
slightly with increasing current. Thus the a

voltages (fig. 14) approach each other for +

lower currents. So the comparison with 2.0 a *

g/s argon mass flow for the DT2 and the Z

DT2B configuration seems to show advantages

for the DT2 thruster, because the 10- +

efficiency (fig. 16) is quite constant at
23 % over a wide range of specific impulse 7 ° *(- 7-
and about two percent higher than those of -
the DT2B. In spite of these differences the 6-

efficiency of the 2.0 g/s DT2B thruster 5- + 2
assembly is still three to five percent
higher than for the 0.8 g/s 0T2 operation. 41 a DT2

1 2 4 5 6 7 8

Current [ kA ]
350-.. .. ... ,......,. .. ,......., .,. ........

So DT2
0x a DT2A
0 300- + T2 Figure 15 Thrust-current dependence for a

E x T3 mass flow of 2.0 g/s (10% anode gas
V 250- 'A fraction)

SI moa"flow: 0.8 g/s
I 200- propllant Argon
CL x

S150 7 26 . .... . . ..... .... . . . . .
E  150 +  25

O 1 00A 24 0 +4o ._ * : 24 o o

50 - a 
+

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 22- *
>,21 +

Current [ kA ] 2I- 20.
19

Figure 13 Arc chamber pressure-current ; 18- malow2.0 /s
dependence for a mass flow of 0.8 g/s (10% LD 17. pmpellantArgon
anode gas fraction)

16 * OT2B

15 
o a DT2

S4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

100t 1 I Specific Impulse [ km/s ]
90 monflow: 2.0 g/spropelant: Argon o
80 a Figure 16 Efficiency-Ip dependence for a

70- mass flow of 2.0 g/s (10% anode gas
a ++ fraction)

60- a +

0 +

S50- o In figure 18 to 21 the parameter is the
* relatively small mass flow of 0.3 g/s. The

0 o characteristics have fairly the same forms
> 40- a as for the higher mass flows and the

a variation from DT2 to DT3 thruster type.
+ OT2B However, the steep rise of the voltage

30 a UT2 occurs at 2400 A for the 072 geometry for

12 4 5 6 7 8 0.3 g/s according to the onset value of
1

2
/m of 1.92*10'° A2s/kg, for 0.8 g/s at

Current [ kA ] 4500 A (2.53010
1 0 

A
2 s

/kg) and for 2.0 g/s
at 7300 A (2.66*1010 A

2
s/kg). This implies

that for this thruster type the critical

Figure 14 Voltage-current dependence for a I2/m value is not a constant but, a function

mass flow of 2.0 g/s (10% anode gas of the mass flow. With higher mass flows

fraction) the onset phenomenon seems to drift to

higher current values thus improving the
whole thruster performance.
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3 0 0 .... ,.. • . . ... .. . . ... . I.. . I.. II ..... 18
L moasflow: 2.0 g/ mossflow: 0.3 g/s

2 n propellant Argon 17- propellant Argon

S 2 60  + 15

(f l a X
n 240 + + 14 x

+ X
S220- 13- x6, T ,-- X X * X X

S° .__U 12- x xx
. 200 1 0 xx
E LI 11
S10 + OT2B 10 x DT3 a
- o a DT2 a 0T2

1 6 0 .- -....... ......... .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .... ... .... I " .
2 3 4 5 6 7 2 6 8 10

Current [ kA ] Specific Impulse [ km/s ]

Figure 17 Arc chamber pressure-current Figure 20 Efficiency-Iso dependence for a
dependence for a mass flow of 2.0 g/s (10% mass flow of 0.3 g/s
anode gas fraction)

3 00 . . . , . .. , . . . , . .. , . .

o8 r maflow: 0.3 g/s a DT2
0 propellant: Argon x rvrmassfow: 0.3 g/s 250 pellant Arg x DT3

Spropellant: Argon E
Sx x 200 -

> 50- x xx

S1 - x

-- 
x  aoaoad 100

0 30- a ° E> a 50-
S5a0_ 00 0 0 ao ooona O C

0x T3

20 a DT2 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
1.0 2.01.0 2.0 Current [ kA ]

Current [ kA ]
Figure 21 Arc chamber pressure-current

Figure 18 Voltage-current dependence for a dependence for a mass flow of 0.3 g/s
mass flow of 0.3 g/s

11.5 Variation of the Mass Flow

massflow: 0.3 g/s x For the DT2 thruster configuration a
prosloan: 0. gon xx variation of the mass flow between 0.3 g/spropllant: Agon

x 0 and 2.0 g/s yields very different

_ x C performances of the MPD devices. The high
x a propellant flow with its necessary high

S2- x , power input up to 640 kW in these
x experiments causes on the one hand higher

x a voltages. On the other hand tne arc chamber
Sx o pressure, and so the thermal thrust and the

x electromagnetic thrust are much higher than

- x as compared with the low flow. Hence the
a efficiency increases in a very promising

x way for future high power experiments

a x DT3 (fig.22-25).1o 072
1.0 2.0

Current [ kA ]

Figure 19 Thrust-current dependence for a
mass flow of 0.3 g/s
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According to OT2-geometry , the 0T28 and
the DT3 thruster have fairly the same
patterns of the characteristic lines
between two different massflows (fig.22-

100 33). In all cases the lower mass flow

90x yields the lower voltage trace which is
x A nearly parallel to the higher mass flow

80- xA trace until it reaches the onset region.

,_ pp 70- thrut : 2 Then it cuts the other line because of its

60- A steeper rise.

AK
50-"

O 40-

0  30 n 300 . .... ., ... .. ....... , . . .. . . . , ... . .
> - K 08 /a 0 a 0.3 g/s x 0 8 g/

2 I I 2.0 9/A 2.0g/, 1 250-

x 0.8 / E a 0.3 q/s a'

1 2 3 4 5678 200- A

Current [ kA ] 1 "
0 1

Figure 22 Voltage-current dependence for u 100- x x x

DT2 thruster head configuration . xx x W

, 50o a a a =20
Sthruster geometry. OT2

o propellant: Argon

.. . ..i-i i . 1 2 3 4 5 6
20- A

thrnt, p~oty. O A Current [ kA ]prpellarL Agon
&

S10-
Z 8- Figure 25 Arc chamber pressure-current

- 6- x dependence for DT2 thruster head
- configuration

24-

2  
a 0

a 0.3 g/s
a x  

0.8 g/ 00. 0. . . . .
a a 2.0 2/s, 90-

1 2 3 4 5 6 78 80-

Current A ] 70- thruste georetry OT28
Jurr0- opKn k on

> 60- p A

Figure 23 Thrust-current dependence for 50- X

DT2 thruster head configuration 40- x

0x&A x

> 30- xx
x

2 6 .... , .. . . ... . ... . . , ... , . , .. . .... .... x

- A 2.0 g/s
24 A A 20 x 0.8 g/s
22. 1 2 3 4 5 6 78
20-

8 x x Current [ kA ]
18' x x x x xx

> 16- xx

c 14- Figure 26 Voltage-Current dependence for

S 12- a D T2B thruster head configuration

J  8- 0 0.3 g/s

6 thruster geometry: OT2 a 2.0 g/s
propellant: Argon x 0.8 /s

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Specific Impulse [ km/s ]

Figure 24 Efficiency-Ip dependence for
DT2 thruster head configuration
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Only in the experiments with the DT3 nozzle
the cutting point in the voltage-current
lines was not reached, because the

, , , a operational current range for the narrow
20- thruste rgometry. DT2B A throat DT3-type is limited. For a massflow

propent* Argeon of 0.8 g/s the arc became unstable at 1500
a A (fig. 30), when the arc chamber pressure

10. A - reaches a value of about 350 mbar (fig.33).

Z 8- x With 0.3 g/s the heat flux into the throat
x segment exceeds 7 kW/cm2 (fig. 34), which

A 6- x is the limit for this construction.

4- Although the thrust (fig.31) is higher than
S' x  with all other configurations, the

efficiencies (fig.32) are rather bad
- x because of the high voltage (fig.10,11).

2.

A 2.0 g/s
1 x 0.8 2/ a

1 2 34 5 67 7 4O- i
90- thruster geometry DT3

Current [ kA ] 0o- p Plan" Argon
70-

> 60- x X ao
Figure 27 Thrust-current dependence for " 0

DT2B thruster head configuration 6 a

C 40-o o
25 00

24 > 30-

-, 23- a 0.3 g/s
S22 A A 20 x 0.8 g/s

S21- A 1.0 2.0
S20. * * xx "x

g.x x Current [ kA
C . xq 18.

3 17
S17' Figure 30 Voltage-current dependence for

L- 16 DT3 thruster head configuration
15 thruster gomentry: DT2B
14 propelnt: Argon x 0.8 g/ 9

A 2.0 3/9
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

6
Specific Impulse [ km/s ] 5- thnustr gom DT3  x

4- xgon x

Figure 28 Efficiency-Isp dependence for x
OT2 thruster head configuration Z 3-

x 0000
-S x a
S2-

^- 3 50 - ..... ,.. l ......... .. l.. .... | .- . .
0 thruster geometry: T2B8 x 0.8 g/s - a

300 propellant: Argon a 2.0 g/s a

ao 0.3 g/3
,,_ &4 x 0.8 9/s

v) 250- a-°P 5 2 & a 1.0 2.0

S200 Current [ kA ]

S150 xX Figure 31 Thrust-current dependence for

oa xM X X x  DT3 thruster head configuration
- 100-

.50 - .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... .......
< 0 1 2 3 4 5 6' 7 8

Current [ kA ]

Figure 29 Arc chamber pressure-current

dependence for DT2B thruster head

configuration
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III. The Quasi-Steadv MPD Thruster

The cylindrical pulsed MPD thruster is
18-- described in another paper 2 . The nozzle

x 0.8 g/s type quasi-steady operating thruster's
17- a 0.3 g/s works at higher voltages (fig. 35) than the

- x geometrical similar steady-state DT2-
16- X thruster. The thrust (fig.36) is measured
15- x x x with a pendulum balance1 . The measured

1 x x x x x values are scattering especially beyond the
o 14 a onset point, which is defined with the
c a occurrence of strong voltage
S13- 0 fluctuations s . The onset phenomena appears
1 0 o o at 1*1010 Azs/kg (for the well-kwown I2/

- 12- ° a a correlation factor) for 0.8 g/s argon and
-0 drifts to 1.5*1010 A2 s/kg for an anode gas

11 thruste gomty: 0 fraction of 10 X. It coincides with the
propeant: Argon "knee" in the double-logarithmically

2 4 6 8 10 plotted voltage-current curve. The
continuous devices do not show any

Specific Impulse [ km/s ] spreading of the voltage-current lines
depending on the anode gas fraction.
However, a weak dependence of the
oscillation onset is seen, which is here

Figure 32 Efficiency-Isp dependence for not identical with the break point and
DT3 thruster head configuration occurs at 2.5*1010 A2 s/kg.

The thrust of the quasi-steady thruster
lies beneath that of the continuous one in
a current-range lower than its onset

- 350- '0.g ' x'' current but gets higher for currents above
x 0.g/9 x onset. This may be caused by a higher mass

.0 0.3g/s x flow due to ablation of thruster materials
E 3x for the operation above onset conditions.

250- x
( X 300-..
S200- x 0 Total Mu Flo : ./ sr
'- 200 X l obl° (differfmt aods ag9

4
fu)

0.. X 6 a 0 5 I

x a 200- a 10 .
) 150- * 0 X q-s

E a > 5 Xq-s
O 100- O A 10 Xq- *
" thnaster geometry. OT3 , 10-

50 ,.,,propellant, Argon _4, CI 90- a 4 
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 O 70-

Current [ kA ] 5o " 

40- a o*

Figure 33 Arc chamber pressure-current
dependence for OT3 thruster head 30
configuration 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.06.0

Current [ kA ]

8
E Figure 35 Voltage-current lines of quasi-

U 7 - steady and continuous thrusters

3 6-
S thruter geormty: DT3 (,.gmnt *)

popitont: Argon - 0.3 9/
S regron line: q - 1.31 The great advantage of pulsed operation
S* 4  mode is the possibility to measure the

c  
plasma plume conditions with inductive

-0 3- probes' . Especially the current contour
x x lines (fig. 37) can be calculated easily

x 2- from the distribution of the magnetic B-
- - field. The comparison with a theoretical

1 models shows a fairly good agreement for
0 0 . the current of 2500 A. The assumptions made
S0.0 05 1 .0 1 .5 2.0 in this two-dimensional electron

temperature model are isothermal electron-,

Current [ kA ] adiabatic ion expansion and a boundary
electron temperature of 10000 K.

Figure 34 Heat flux density for the throat
segment of nozzle 0T3
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Concluding Remarks

Regarding the results of the experiments
Siwith different gas species, hydrogen is the

best propellant for missions, whose
1~ * boundary conditions require a high specific

S impulse. With the quite good efficiency of
o o about 15% a specific impulse of about 16

z a - km/s can be realised. Also hydrogen is
-j 5 & available on the most space vehicles and

4-0 the technique of handling is well known.
V 3- ) 0 -s Only the problem of the unstable behaviour

A 1 5 - by the operation in an MPD device must be
S5 q- - solved in the next years. For thrust

- 2- e O q-s applications, argon seems to be well
a 10 qualified because for a wide current range

toWnlmoanfw:o .8/mrgn a 5 the efficiency is nearly constant. Also it
(1 1 -dw dgsoi 0 iX has a well-behaved operation characteristic

2 3 4 5 6 and is easy adjustable. Nitrogen yields
also a good thrust performance but its

Current [ kA optimal working range is limited at an Isp
of about 12 km/s where a distinct maximum
of the efficiency exists.

Figure 36 Thrust-current lines of quasi-
steady and continuous thrusters The variation of the geometry with constant

mass flows yields no definite statement for
a certain geometry. It depends also on the

80 mass flow but a higher mass flow leads in
. all experiments to better performance data,

E 7 so that for future tests the optimal
relation between the geometry and the mass

S60 flow should be investigated. Likewise for
_ SS the different configurations the kind of

50- propellant should be changed and the mass

p roeliont: Argon flows and thus the corresponding electrical

S40-current: 2500 A anode power input should be increased.

0 (mecsured) For the quasi-steady MPD thruster the
0 0.2 \characteristic data are rather bad and the

00- operation beyond onset in relation to anode
2- - spots , cathode erosion, insulator ablation

and asymmetrical discharge is difficult for
10 space applications. Nevertheless,

y l experiments with this type of thruster
Sshould be continued to compare the working

-80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 modes and to get results for the conditions
- . ' ' in the plasma plume.

Axial Direction [ mm in the lasma lume.

Figure 37 Current contour lines (measured)
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